An electronic processor for use with a whole body plethysmograph to determine specific airways conductance.
The panting manoeuvre traces produced by a whole body plethysmograph during the measurement of specific airways conductance (sGaw) are traditionally analysed by hand. Since this technique is tedious and time consuming it is prone to error, as well as suffering from considerable inter-observer variability. We describe a new inexpensive analogue electronic processor which rapidly produces readouts of sGaw and overcomes many of the problems associated with hand analysis. The system takes as its inputs the mouth flow and plethysmograph volume outputs from a pressure-corrected flow-displacement whole body plethysmograph, but it could be adapted for use with other types of plethysmograph. Since the processor is intended mainly for use during serial measurements of sGaw it does not carry out an unnecessary correction for flowmeter resistance. Using an electronic simulator of sGaw signals the output of the processor was found to be linear to better than 2% of full scale and to be insensitive to drift on the volume signal. The system has been comprehensively evaluated using signals from both normal subjects and patients. The processor output was found to agree well with the results of hand analysis, an agreement which was comparable with that obtained from computer based systems. For the normal subjects the equal value line adequately described the relationship between the processor and hand estimates of sGaw. However, for patients the slope of the best fit line was 18% less than unity but the correlation coefficient was high: 0.95. Reproducibility was found to be better than 3%.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)